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North Buckhead Civic Association Survey - Wieuca/Phipps Roundabout
Required Question(s)

This survey software is good but it sometimes seems to drop answers. We are trying a new approach, making
each question in this survey a "required" question, to minimize the chance of lost responses. We'll see how this
approach works out. If you don't have a response to a question, just enter something so you can get to the next
question.
PLEASE CLICK FINISH AT THE END OF THIS SURVEY TO RECORD YOUR RESPONSES.
We'll share the results to this survey via email and on our web site. No personally-identifiable information will be
publicly disclosed (unless you insist we do so in your response).

1. Please enter your street address.

Should we publish comments, we will not publish any complete addresses. We will code the last two digits of
addresses: 1234 Main Street would be 12XX Main Street. 1 Main Street will be X Man Street.

50 characters left.

2. Please check the boxes that describe you.
North Buckhead (or nearby) resident
North Buckhead (or nearby) worker
North Buckhead (or nearby) business
North Buckhead (or nearby) non-profit
None of above.

3. How do you feel about the BCID's current roundabout proposal?
Like it
Like it but have some reservations
Dislike it but it may be fixable
Dislike it
No sure
Need to know more before I can say
Don't want to say
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In the next four questions you will be asked to:
- Suggest specific changes to the plan.
- Ask any questions you want answered.
- Comment on the plan in general or similar topics.
- Provide general comments on any other topic.

4. Suggest specific changes to the plan.
If you have any suggested changes to this roundabout plan, please share them here.

If none, enter "None" or "X" or something.

1000 characters left.

5. Do you have any questions you want answered?
If you have any questions, enter them here. If you want a direct response, include your email address.

If none, enter "None" or "X" or something.
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1000 characters left.

6. Comment on the plan in general or similar topics.
If you have any comments about the roundabout, what you really like or really dislike, the process of making
such plans, etc., please share them here.

If none, enter "None" or "X" or something.

1000 characters left.
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7. Provide general comments on any other topic.
If you have any comments about anything else, please share them here.

If none, enter "None" or "X" or something.

1000 characters left.

Thanks for participating in our survey. Please click "Finish" below to record your answers.
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NBCA Wieuca/Phipps Roundabout Survey
Opinion Summary
Opinion on Roundabout
Like it
Dislike it
Like it but have some reservations
Need to know more before I can say
Dislike it but it may be fixable
Not sure
Don't want to say
Grand Total
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Count Percent
63
34%
40
22%
36
20%
22
12%
13
7%
9
5%
1
1%
184
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NBCA 2017 Wieuca/Phipps Blvd. Roundabout Survey Responses
1 - Suggested Changes to the Proposed Roundabout Plan.
Survey Taker #0001_Allison Dr:
I need more info.

Survey Taker #0002_Allison Dr:
None, let the professionals handle the design of the roundabout. They understand all the nuances of all
the pros and cons.
Survey Taker #0003_Arden Way:
Please make sure the final design is state of the art. Many of the roundabouts I see around Atlanta are
poorly designed by having only a single lane. I realize this design includes two lanes, but just want to
emphasize how important it is to make sure this is designed right to ensure efficient, seamless, and
safe traffic movement.
As a related matter, please take actions to assure that gridlock is eliminated/minimized at the
Wieuca/Peachtree intersection where cars often block the box. One additional improvement I would like
to see at that intersection is to prohibit U-turns from the Peachtree turn lane onto Wieuca. (I don't
know why folks don't just use the light-controlled intersection at the entrance to Phipps Plaza to turn
left to avoid having to U-turn at Wieuca.) Not only are U-turns not needed at that intersection, U-turns
also appear to take more time than left turns, and as such significantly limit the number of cars that
can get through a single left-turn signal.
Survey Taker #0004_Arden Way:
Roundabout should be larger - if too small they just don't work well.
Look at the Emory Village roundabout as an example. The exits are too close together so turn signals
become useless and only aggressive drivers will successfully enter the roundabout when any traffic is
present. This will lead to significant backups in multiple directions.

Survey Taker #0008_Carlton Rdg:
Doesn't appear to have an inside lane that circles around
Survey Taker #0010_Carmain Dr:
The existing interchange is a big problem. The proposed roundabout is the most efficient solution
available. Buckhead residents need to stop fearing change and embrace the investments in
infrastructure that we need to improve our community.

Survey Taker #0012_Carmain Dr:
Pedestrian crossing improved.
Edited on 6/6/17
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1 - Suggested Changes to the Proposed Roundabout Plan.
Survey Taker #0013_Chateaugay Ln:
Modify the plans to minimize the impact on the existing park. It took 15 years ago to establish the
park using both public and private funds. Since then the NBCA has worked hard to improve and
maintain the park at their own expense. If the park is diminished in anyway as part of this project
(including tree removal) we would hope -comparable reparations would be made either in the form of
replacement trees/landscaping or land in a location nearby for a park.
Thank you for including bicycle accommodations in the plans. However, having a bike lane that ends
directly into a wide sidewalk on the north side of the intersection is not an appropriate accommodation.
As a cyclist it is awkward to transition from a street to a sidewalk especially one that was not built as a
multi-use path for cyclists. I recommend continuing the bike lane around the intersection or at a
minimum use sharrows to mark the road as a shared space for cars and cyclists.

Survey Taker #0014_Chateaugay Ln:
See below.

Survey Taker #0015_Club Dr:
It is unacceptable that the plan will destroy a beautiful little park that is highly valued and admired by
the neighborhood. I drive through the intersection all the time and, while it is a busy intersection, the
current red light system works fine. I never have to wait beyond one red light. The holdup is not at
that corner. It is at the other end of Phipps Blvd. I think this is a huge waste of taxpayer's money.

Survey Taker #0017_Conifer Cir:
A light will be needed at Longleaf and Phipps or people exiting will not be able to turn left with a
constant stream of traffic.

Survey Taker #0018_Conifer Cir:
I live in the Longleaf neighborhood immediately adjacent to the park at the proposed roundabout
location. First, there is no convincing and unbiased evidence that a roundabout in this application with
pedestrian and bike lanes provided for will amount to any measurable improvement in traffic flow.
Please leave well enough alone. Red lights, cross walks are sufficient. Car traffic is heavy at times but
not ridiculous except in brief or related to other traffic back-up issues in the area. Provision for bike
traffic at the detriment of car flow is void of common sense. At the certain inconvenience for the many
individuals in cars every day, rain or shine the convenience of the occasional bike traveler would take
precedence? Please someone use common sense. Pharr Rd., a major traffic artery through Buckhead
already lost a lane to this nonsensical thinking. Encroach upon the beautiful adjacent park for an
uncertain/unlikley benefit at great monetary expense makes no sense.

Edited on 6/6/17
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1 - Suggested Changes to the Proposed Roundabout Plan.
Survey Taker #0019_Conifer Park Ln:
Heading south on Phipps, the drawing shows a clear view in the South east corner as if their is an open
field. This is not the case. There is a mammoth apartment complex that will limit visibility.
I honestly don't see enough real estate to make this feasible. Even after taking out the little park. And
an island park is not hesible without either a bridge or a bazooka.

Survey Taker #0020_Conifer Park Ln:
With all the building in this area there is literally no greenspace left - with the exception of the very
small park designated to become partly cement.
I object to using that greenspace and highly object to losing that very mature and beautiful magnolia
that sits at the corner of Phipps and Wieuca. Is it not possible to design the roundabout around this
100+ yr old tree? Any landscape "replacements" would never come close to replacing this tree.
I don't see that this plan would relieve traffic enough during the rush hours to justify the loss of
greenspace or the magnolia. The off hours are not currently as much an issue.

Survey Taker #0021_Creek Wood Close:
If this goes forward, any further review needs to include proposed directional signage.
Survey Taker #0022_Danube Rd:
Putting a traffic light on Old Ivy just pushes the traffic issues north.
I have concerns about speeding through the roundabout. What can be done so this doesn't turn into a
demolition derby?
Survey Taker #0023_Danube Rd:
Go back to portion of old plan that has 2 southbound lanes of Wieuca (in neighborhood going towards
roundabout/Phipps Plaza) being able to enter the roundabout. The new plan has only one lane being
able to enter, so it may cause a backup on Wieuca. I don't like the idea of having a traffic light at Old
Ivy. The roundabout is supposed to improve traffic flow, not just relocate it to Old Ivy. New version
looks to favor the flow of traffic going around the mall (two lanes both directions) vs allowing 2 lanes to
enter from Wieuca southbound.

Survey Taker #0024_Danube Rd:
We are planning on leaving the neighborhood, but if we do stay, I need more information.

Edited on 6/6/17
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1 - Suggested Changes to the Proposed Roundabout Plan.
Survey Taker #0030_Glengary Dr:
I think the roundabout will be very confusing and people (who don't live in the immediate area) will not
know where to spin off. Roundabouts always slow traffic down, so this is a big minus. I think the
intersection could be improved by making a distinction between the lanes headed north off of Peachtree
Rd. and making it clearer,
maybe with a small median which cars are going up Wieuca and which cars are proceeding through the
light and on to Phipps Blvd.
When you are going East on Phipps Blvd. and come to that intersection, it's almost impossible to tell
which cars are going up Wieuca Rd. and which are going on to Phipps Blvd. I think this roundabout is
overkill and will slow traffic down. As for "The Park"
that will be impacted..that is totally a joke. The definition of a "Park"
is "a large area of land kept in its natural state for public recreational use". In Buckhead anywhere you
can put up a couple trees and stick a bench in it..is called a Park. It's NOT a park.
Survey Taker #0034_Glengary Way:
Wouldn't mind a traffic light at Old Ivy if some sort of change is made so the roundabout traffic won't
be at a standstill during rush hour. This would effect those of us who actually live in N. Buckhead. I'd
really like to see some sort of traffic slowing measures on Wieuca in order to make it easier to get in
and out of neighborhood streets, and to discourage cut-through traffic. Maybe 4/3-way stops could be
implemented.

Survey Taker #0035_Haven Oaks Ct:
It doesn't look like there is enough room to merge into the center lane in the pictures.

Survey Taker #0037_Herrington Dr:
Pedestrian crossing is not clear. Absent a way to stop traffic, this intersection is unlikely to be
survivable by foot traffic.

Survey Taker #0038_Herrington Dr:
Will also need to look at traffic on Phipps Boulevard between roundabout and Lenox Road Connector. It
gets really stacked up in the morning.
Survey Taker #0039_Ivy Chase:
Need to see the current traffic flow and the engineering Queuing theory distribution of the traffic
between 7 and 9 am and 4 to 7 pm for the proposed solution. Looks like the flow through the circle
would be controlled by the traffic light at Peachtree and the traffic light South. Expect unless
something else is done, this will cause grid lock in the traffic circle and reduce the traffic flow per hour
through the intersection.

Edited on 6/6/17
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1 - Suggested Changes to the Proposed Roundabout Plan.
Survey Taker #0049_Ivy Rd:
Can we make sure there are crossing walks on all sides and good sidewalks. I know there has been
construction on the side across from Wieua Church, but when finished, it would be good to have
sidewalks everywhere to make the area super walkable!
Survey Taker #0053_Lakemoore Dr:
Lots of education will be needed. Suggest that the road be written on the pavement i.e Wieuca Road,
etc.
I hope that the center green space can be designed to be a “rain garden” or bio-infiltration basin to
encourage cleansing of stormwater and groundwater recharge.

Survey Taker #0054_Land O'Lakes Dr:
At first blush, the biggest problem I see will be back up when the lights are not retired. It will back up
both on Wieuca and Lennox in the mornings and afternoons.

Survey Taker #0055_Land O'Lakes Dr:
Suggest richer pedestrian crossing to include pedestrian right of way and intersections at each direction
for cross ways.
Survey Taker #0056_Longleaf Dr:
With the roundabout providing a steady stream of traffic along Phipps boulevard the pedestrian
crossings at Longleaf and Alexander Rd. need to be made safer. Maybe deploy the same type of
flashing lights that have been installed at the Path 400 crossing at Old Ivy Rd.

Survey Taker #0058_Loridans Dr:
I am worried that the intersection of Ptree and Phipps will be congested, thus totally stopping up the
round about.
Survey Taker #0059_Lovette Ln:
Drivers coming from Wieuca need to be given advanced overhead signage regarding directions of lanes
at roundabout. I travel this intersection daily and too frequently cars in the right turn lane only at the
wieuca/Phipps intersection will make a left turn in error. If signs were also closer to Old Ivy intersection
it would give drivers much needed advance warning.

Edited on 6/6/17
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NBCA 2017 Wieuca/Phipps Blvd. Roundabout Survey Responses
1 - Suggested Changes to the Proposed Roundabout Plan.
Survey Taker #0061_Mayfair Rd:
While a Roundabout may be a good option in some cases, I think in this location it will be problematic
and add to confusion, delay and accidents. The traffic light at this intersection is NOT THE ISSUE. It is
the blockage of Wieuca/Rockbridge by Peachtree RD traffic towards Lenox Mall AND traffic towards
Peachtree Dunwoody left turn in the mornings.
With some thought and investment in assuring clear traffic flow at Peachtree RD, problems at
Wieuca/Phipps/Park will be minimized.
Additionally, there is already a good path from Phipps Blvd to the AC and New apartments to the left of
the sire station. With additional lighting, landscaping, and stripping, a significant amount of traffic
would be off loaded from Phipps before the intersection of concern.
Last comment, the left turn from Wieuca into the AC is a waste as it is very rarely used, and it takes
away a substantial amount of queuing space towards Peachtree. Get rid of it. There are two other
ways to enter Phipps locations
Survey Taker #0063_McClatchey Cir:
Reduce the concrete and leave some green space. It looks like the little park at the corner would no
longer exist. Put something in the middle of the circle.
May it a single Lane instead of two lanes. Do not destroy trees and shrubs.
Survey Taker #0065_Midvale Dr:
Remove any consideration of adding additional traffic lights Wieuca road.
undesirable.

This is both unnecessary and

Keep existing structure and flow of intersection but add smart traffic signals with dynamic light timing
to adjust to traffic demands.
It's been suggested that the current intersection design is dangerous. This needs to be backed up with
data *and* contrasted with accident data for a traffic circle as proposed.
Survey Taker #0068_Mountain Dr:
We need a traffic light or a yield or something at North Stratford and Wieuca. It is already difficult to
turn left (sothbound) from North Stratford onto Wieuca, especially in the morning and from midafternoon onwards. With the steadier stream of northbound traffic on Wieuca, it will be impossible
(even with the light at Old Ivy because there is already a steady stream of traffic southbound on
Wieuca during those times).

Edited on 6/6/17
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1 - Suggested Changes to the Proposed Roundabout Plan.
Survey Taker #0073_Mountain Way:
Signage illustrating that some lanes force you in various directions are necessary far before the circle.
If you are traveling from Lenox Road, making a left on to Phipps with the intention of heading north on
Wieuca, you can not use the right lane. Individuals who erroneously use the right lane will be forced
towards Peachtree which will cause additional traffic.
Enlarging the circle to have two full lanes continuously would allow for the constant flow of traffic if
someone screws up and needs to go around again.
Also, if the circle goes in, private businesses nearby should not be allowed to have police direct traffic
as we may end up with worse traffic than with the current light system.

Survey Taker #0074_Mountain Way:
I would have to know more about the issues that the roundabout is trying to address before making
suggestions.
Survey Taker #0076_N Buckhead Dr:
It might work but it will need really BIG yield signs as nobody know how to use a roundabout. Go to
that own in Town Brookhaven. Cars never yield as they barrel down the hill and I have had so many
close calls that I do not venture into the roundabout unless I am headed south toward Peachtree.
Survey Taker #0077_N Ivy Rd:
I am concerned about North Buckhead Park. Will any of it be left when/if the roundabout is built? How
much? Where? NBCA helped buy this park with citizens' dues, so it would be sad if it were destroyed
or mostly destroyed.

Survey Taker #0078_N Ivy Rd:
Pedestrian overpass.

Survey Taker #0085_N Stratford Rd:
None, only answers to #5 and general comments in $6, below.

Survey Taker #0088_N Stratford Rd:
Money could be spent more effectively/efficiently elsewhere.

Edited on 6/6/17
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1 - Suggested Changes to the Proposed Roundabout Plan.
Survey Taker #0094_N Stratford Rd:
Would also need to consider repaving and repairing Wieuca road in its entirety. And figure a way to
make the north ivy intersection and others nearby more functional if traffic flow is constant.

Survey Taker #0095_N Stratford Rd:
I feel there need to be stop lights for such a big roundabout. In the UK where there is a large
roundabout they do use stoplights.

Survey Taker #0096_North Buckhead Dr:
Not sure I see an improvement for anyone here as well as the potential for huge traffic and pedestrian
issues. Big waste of money.
Survey Taker #0100_Old Ivy Rd:
This is a better roundabout plan than the earlier one.
However, I don't believe a roundabout is in the best interest of North Buckhead or the larger
community.

Survey Taker #0101_Old Ivy Rd:
The lane markings for the Weiuca Rd SB entrance to the northern side of the roundabout are potentially
confusing to drivers unfamiliar with roundabout etiquette/right-of-way

Survey Taker #0110_Olde Ivy Sq:
I think roundabouts- notice plural- are a great solution. We need several in Buckhead to keep traffic
moving. I think we should have a huge one at the end of Old Ivy/Piedmont/Habersham/ Roswell
Rd....(That is so much more of a problem at this time than the Phipps area)...one at Piedmont and the
loop....one at w paces/ptree/ Roswell and more. Of course it would take a study to figure how to not
have big back ups in places. Other cities and countries use them extremely effectively. -i.e.Place
D'Etoile Why in the world are we just coming up with it; and then just putting it in one place. It
doesn't make sense to me to not be coordinating the WHOLE traffic problem around here as one plan.

Edited on 6/6/17
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1 - Suggested Changes to the Proposed Roundabout Plan.
Survey Taker #0111_Park Ave:
No changes . But I question the necessity . From my perch in the high rise, i watch the problem--until
policemen controlled the intersection, the problem was that both lanes coming from Weiuca were
turning left but couldn't continue i.e. because the light on peachtree stayed red so long the cars
jammed up in the intersection and blocked all movement. Of course, both lanes should not be turning
left--only one lane directs traffic left. The policemen have been controlling that issue. Policemen
directing traffic is less expensive than a roundabout, maybe. Or the light should have a left turn green
light while having the right lane getting a red light so both lanes don't try to turn left. The light has to
be coordinated with the light at Peachtree. Roxboro turning into a one lane makes traffic back up
through peachtree and at weiuca.
This intersection is only a problem for 2 hours in the evening. At Christmas everything around the
shopping centers is a mess so that is another issue.

Survey Taker #0112_Park Ave:
Need to have entrance and exit on property owned by my complex

Survey Taker #0113_Park Ave:
Proper traffic lights and signs are all that is necessary.A roundabout will be expensive and will not work
Survey Taker #0114_park Ave:
Fix the current timing of the traffic lights in all directions. Replace sign for merging traffic headed in to
wiecua road from Phipps blvd.
This proposal is a waste of money and time. The current interesection just needs timing of the lights to
the entire connecting roads
Add police to issue traffic tickets to speeding motorists.
Mark the right hand land from wieca on to Phipps blvd for right turn lane only earlier. Everyone tries to
turn left from both lanes. Causing traffic tie up in the intersection

Survey Taker #0115_Park Ave:
The roundabout plan will be an absolute nightmare. Getting out of park avenue and crossing through
the nearby intersection will be even more dangerous with people not following rules and cutting in and
out of lanes. The Phipps Blvd/Lenox intersection going to 400 will be even more backed up. The
P'tree/Wieuca intersection will be back up and will completely gridlock the circle. Wieuca Rd will be back
up to Roswell and Old Ivy will become even more back up. This is a nightmare plan for all residents.

Edited on 6/6/17
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1 - Suggested Changes to the Proposed Roundabout Plan.
Survey Taker #0116_Park Ave:
Why do this at all? The intersection issue is being dealt with now by having police control the traffic
during busy hours..the engineers acknowledge that is a 22 hour a day solution, so the worse time is
still a problem..
As resident of Park Ave, not sure I will ever be able to get into the circle to turn left and head toward
Lenox rd.
Looks like the politicians are trying to ram this thing through....just like the new ugly apartments at the
intersection.
Until the Peachtree rd intersection is dealt with, the roundabout will be stopped as that traffic backs
up......
All in all, a waste of millions of $$$$

Survey Taker #0117_Park Ave:
I don't have suggestions, and I feel strongly that any improvement to our current situation might be
helpful. What I fear that the roundabout doesn't solve are the number of rude drivers who continue To
pull forward regardless of what the traffic situation is in front of them, Completely blocking the
intersection/roadway, with no regard for those who are trying to exit or enter Park Avenue.
Survey Taker #0118_Park Ave:
most folks are trying to end up going left on Peachtree. If the church would sell a small portion, could
you creat a roundabout that dopeed into Preachtree-Dunwoody? That would prove two avenues to
Peachtree.
Survey Taker #0119_Park Ave:
Need Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon on Park Ave as well - increased apartments will cause safety
concerns.
PLEASE do not cut into Park Ave property-it will cause very expensive revision to our land and cut out
our signage as well as our PRIVATE green space.
Like have double-lane roundabout.
Need to have cops there continually until regular traffic understands how it works.

Survey Taker #0120_Park Ave:
Make the roundabout road with more lanes and larger to accommodate the increase in cumming traffic.

Edited on 6/6/17
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NBCA 2017 Wieuca/Phipps Blvd. Roundabout Survey Responses
1 - Suggested Changes to the Proposed Roundabout Plan.
Survey Taker #0122_Park Ave:
The study leading to the choice of a traffic circle solution never properly explored a comparison with a
properly improved intersection including bypasses and other improvements.
Survey Taker #0123_Park Ave:
Can the plan be changed to make it more convenient to turn left on to Phipps Blvd from Park Avenue?
During rush hour traffic it looks to be extremely difficult to turn left from Park Avenue to Phipps Blvd.
without the traffic light. Leaving Park Avenue will require crossing two lanes of traffic in the
roundabout.

Survey Taker #0124_Park Ave:
Do not believe Roundabout will work in this area

Survey Taker #0125_Park Ave:
There is no need to change a good intersection into something that Atlanta drivers have no experience
with, it is a waste of city resources and a severe problem during peak traffic hours of the day and
during holidays also severe cause of problems for pedestrian safety attempting to cross

Survey Taker #0126_Park Ave:
The problem is not where the round-about would be, the back up stems from Peachtree at the light.
Most people will be confused and more accidents will be caused. Also with a round-about there is
nowhere to cross the street, this is a high crossing area.
This will destroy the look of the area and will not benefit the traffic at this area.
The problem is Peachtree and the light, that's what backs up the cars.
Survey Taker #0129_Park Ave:
The roundabout will not solve the existing problems and will create its own problems. Our traffic
problem is the result of bad conditions at intersections, both at Wieuca Road and Park Ave but most of
all at the intersection at Peachtree Road and Wieuka Road.The problem is that the intersections are
blocked by cars that enter the intersection but cannot go any further on green light and then they are
stuck there when the light turns red and the cars from the other direction cannot move through the
intersection. Police were put at both intersections to keep this from occurring and even though the
traffic was heavy, there was free flow and the problem was solved, and the traffic was improved greatly
and was reasonable.
Other problems are: The roundabout is too small to let the traffic work and allowing cars to change
lanes when necessary without making several trips around the circle thereby jamming it up. It is
located too close to intersections that would cause traffic jams.
Edited on 6/6/17
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NBCA 2017 Wieuca/Phipps Blvd. Roundabout Survey Responses
1 - Suggested Changes to the Proposed Roundabout Plan.
Survey Taker #0130_Park Ave:
We have lived in Atlanta for 43 years. And both of us drive around town.
The idea of a roundabout in the city limits in the area that you are thinking about is not a good idea.
First of all, roundabouts have been used in the state of New Jersey and they are now removing them to
replace them with traffic signals. They have found that the number of accidents that happen in the city
areas have greatly increased.
One has to remember that in Atlanta, over the last 10+ years, many of the drivers have and continue
to run red lights; I am talking about Virginia Highlands, Decatur, Atlanta and Sandy Springs. These are
very dense areas.
If the roundabout is built, I presume that there will be even less courtesy one driver to another and
accidents will increase at the intersection you are talking about.
As you can see, my husband and I are totally against this proposal.
Survey Taker #0131_Park Ave:
I am opposed to the construction for the following reasons:
1 think the money being spent for this project could be used for something better and I am sure these
changes are going to increase the taxes for North Buckhead which I dearly love and am proud to be a
resident. Our taxes are too high already.
Our little Park is already too small. We continue to destroy our Green Spaces which are so important.
Green Spaces are a great benefit for any city. They filter pollutants and dust from the air, they provide
shade and lower temperatures, reduce Health Issues, including Mental Health. Greener cities attract
more visitors whose spending on shopping and leisure generates job opportunities. We need all of the
space in our Park. Please don't take any of it away. We need it.
I hate to see our parking spaces reduced at Wieuca Road Baptist Church. We hope to increase our
attendance in the near future. We are working on it. If we loose this space now we will not be able to
expand later. Originally, I walked across the street to go to the church. When others discovered that I
was walking across Wieuca they were sure that it was dangerous and insisted that someone pick me up
and stop crossing Wieuca. What will it be like if it is changed. I think it will be worse.
Truthfully, I don't see the need for a Round About at this location, we are not Europe and I believe it
will cause more problems than it will solve.

Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0131_Park Ave - continued:
Also, allowing all of these one and two bedroom apartments are going to cause more traffic problems
than we need. I can tel\ you from experience renting to these young people just out of college turns
into a major problem. One or two will rent the space, then their friends move in also and sleep on the
floor. They all have a car or bicycle. I don't believe a Round About is for bicycles, would be dangerous.
Then the air conditioner is out, a window is broken or something else happens. We could use more
Condominiums to attract more stable owners who are interested in a longer residence and would
definitely be more interested in improving Buckhead.
By the way, I just read that in ten years cars will not be owned individually. All you will have to do is
call a number and a car will be sent to take you to your destination. Must be a self-driving car. How
would they handle a Round About?

Survey Taker #0132_Park Regency Pl:
Well planned.
Survey Taker #0133_Park Regency Pl:
The traffic going west on Weicua is always in a hurry and merging into the left lane into the right at
all times. All I see here is a lot ofaccidents. With respect to afternoon rush hour the round-a-bout will
create a bigger back up towards Pchtree St. The plan only depicts two pedestrian crossings. I see
a number of people being injured trying to cross at the round-a-bout. We think this is a foolhardy
idea and the cost would not warrant it.
Survey Taker #0134_Park Regency Pl:
A roundabout is a horrible idea. Nobody in Georgia knows how to use a roundabout and the non-local
traffic at this interchange will ensure most user will be clueless of how safely navigate the circle. I lived
in Franklin TN when a roundabout was first installed and it caused traffic nightmares. I have studies
your diagram and understand how it works but I guarantee users who try to learn by signage in live
action will fail.
Survey Taker #0135_Park Regency Pl:
I come from a town in Franklin,Tennessee where the added a round about. Many accidents occurred
and still to this date it did not solve the problem. Also, expensive. I can't imagine with all the NonBuckhead residents, tourists, work trucks etc. coming to the roundabout what type of RISK (to our cars
and our lives) we would all be taking just trying to get around our town. Non residents will NOT know
what to do and this will cause more chaos. Also, during large traffic times -Christmas, lighting of the
tree, 4th of July etc. it will cause problems.
Because I have experienced a round about in Franklin, TN I feel I can accurately comment on the con's
of proposing a round about as a solution to the traffic problem at that intersection.
Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0136_Park Regency Pl:
There does not seem to be enough room for a roundabout that is large enough to handle the traffic.
Pedestrian crossings good but defeat the purpose of a roundabout which is to keep traffic moving.(?)
Survey Taker #0137_Park Regency Pl:
I do like roundabouts for ease of traffic flow. However, this ease of flow has consequences for the
ingress/egress of traffic for the Alexander Road community south of this roundabout on Phipps.
Without addressing these concerns, the roundabout should not be built.
At present, turning left onto Alexander from Phipps is getting difficult as one needs to wait as the
traffic, coming south from the light at Wieuca, subsides. This light at Wiecua serves a purpose of
taming down the traffic flow coming south to Lenox Road. Without this taming aspect, the roundabout,
by its design, will produce a constant flow of traffic coming south towards Lenox. This would make the
ingress into Alexander Road very challenging. A left traffic light turn indicator at Alexander and Phipps
would lessen this concern.
Likewise, egress turning right onto Phipps is challenged since the light at Lenox, only allows one lane to
turn right. Changing the middle lane from a straight only to a straight/right turn is needed.

Survey Taker #0140_Park Regency Pl:
Make sure pedestrian crosswalks are well layed out
Survey Taker #0142_Peachtree Dunwoody Rd:
The first thing needing fixing is the intersection of Peachtree and Wieuca. As long as this intersection
remains "as is" this new roundabout will be forever gridlocked during busy periods (rush hour, holidays,
etc.). Southbound Wieuca will back up from Peachtree to the roundabout, thus causing northbound
Wieuca entering the roundabout to lock up.
I would suggest widening Southbound Wieuca between the roundabout and Peachtree so that you have
a full two lanes each for vehicles turning left onto Peachtree and continuing south on Wieuca, with one
additional lane for vehicles turning right onto Peachtree (four total lanes with a fifth opening up at the
intersection for turning right onto Peachtree). I understand that's how many lanes are currently at the
intersection but it's the full length between the roundabout and Peachtree that must have this many
lanes to prevent the bottleneck of just two lanes approaching Peachtree.

Survey Taker #0146_Pinecrest Rd:
Clearly label the trail that parallels some of the traffic flow.

Edited on 6/6/17
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1 - Suggested Changes to the Proposed Roundabout Plan.
Survey Taker #0147_Plantation Dr:
I am concerned that at high traffic hours, that the roundabout will cause chaos as more cars from four
directions will be entering the circle. The question of who has the right of way will be an issue. While
the system we have now causes some delays, I believe that the roundabout will not ease the flow of
traffic, in fact it may act as an impediment.

Survey Taker #0152_Roswell Rd:
I lived in NJ where round about are called circles and witnessed many accidents on less traveled roads.
In this environment of congestion and impatience I only see disaster in the making.
Survey Taker #0153_Skyland Dr:
Find a way/s to deter commuters from simply cutting through North Buckhead on Weiuca
There are too many cars, especially during holidays to ever accommodate, even with a three lane
rotary.
Tone the lights more efficiently.
Survey Taker #0154_Statewood Rd:
The idea of a traffic light on Old Ivy is a very good one. However, I think it is important to make this a
light that ALWAYS changes to red periodically on Wieuca... NOT like the lights near the school, which
only turn red when there is traffic from the cross streets. I live on Statewood Rd, a dead-end street,
where we have NO alternatives to entering Wieuca without a light. The only saving grace is the current
light at Phipps Blvd, which occasionally gives us a little break.
I also worry about the left turn from Phipps Blvd onto Wieuca. One would have to cross TWO lanes of
traffic from Wieuca westbound. There are times when the current left-hand turn would be impossible
without a left turn arrow.
Finally, I cannot imagine what it would be like to try to cross this mess on foot.
Survey Taker #0156_Statewood Rd:
Needs to have wider diameter in order to ensure safer entrance/exot from roundabout.
Pedestrian safety needs enhancement.

Survey Taker #0157_Stovall Blvd:
My experience from living part time in Pinehurst NC is that the roundabout is easily overwhelmed. The
small size if the roundabout will make the problem worse.
Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0159_Stovall Blvd:
i don't know enough to suggest changes

Survey Taker #0162_Stovall Ter:
Use one of the other proposed ideas other than the roundabout.

Survey Taker #0167_Stratford Rd:
Peachtree Road has to flow North/South before the Roundabout will do anything. The light at Weiuca
and Peachtree and the rest of the lights moving through Brookhaven have to be synced as well.

Survey Taker #0168_Tree Haven Dr:
Start and finish the project as quickly as possible with ZERO delays.
Survey Taker #0169_Valley Green Dr:
I know that traffic planners love roundabouts, but they are an accident waiting to happen. Atlanta
drivers are notoriously bad, and roundabouts will undoubtably confuse them. That light does get
incredibly backed up, so it does need something, but I think the roundabout isn't the best solution. I
know-- I don't have a better idea though!
Survey Taker #0170_Valley Green Dr:
Option 1: An appropriate 4 way intersection with turn lanes. Take what is there and decrease the
"open" space and confusion. Have the city add curbed green space, a median if you want to call it that
and a normal traffic signal. North and South are Weiuca and the Park entrance and East and West are
South bound Weiuca and Phipps Blvd.
Option 2: Have Weiuca run as it was North and South. Have Phipps Blvd intersect from the west. Put a
traffic light at this intersection. FEED the condo (which isn't a through street and should be treated like
the church) traffic onto phipps blvd via Longleaf. If it must enter the road at this juncture, have it enter
wieuca only headed right out of this entrance. STRAIGHTEN Phipps Blvd! Atlanta is so dumb to keep
adding the most peculiar, "only one in the city" intersections (like the figure 8 at Ashford/Dunwoody)
that no other part of the city has so therefore is confusing.

Survey Taker #0171_Wieuca Rd:
I just hope it will reduce traffic congestion with minimal changes to Wieuca Rd

Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0173_Wieuca Rd:
I am not sure the drivers in Atlanta would respect the entry and exits on the roundabout. I looks
dangerous for traffic.

Survey Taker #0174_Wieuca Rd:
Not a round-about. TOO CONFUSING and will cause accidents!
Survey Taker #0175_Wieuca Rd:
The current plan shows that Wieuca Road would be widened significantly as it approaches the
intersection.
There is not enough land to allow for the widening of the road without seizing land from the park on the
corner and the homes adjacent to the park. The plan shows that the land will be seized by eminent
domain.
I live in the house adjacent to the park and across from the church parking lot, taking any land from my
front yard will devalue my home to the point where it would be unsellable.
The engineers have been bullied by Wieuca Road Baptist Church members and the plan redrawn so that
none of the church property is impacted. This plan is unfair to the nearby homeowners and
unacceptable. This is not the right plan for this intersection. The intersection should not be a
roundabout, but should be redesigned as a traditional intersection and to fit within the current
footprint.
Survey Taker #0176_Wieuca Rd:
I believe that a side walk on the North side of Wieuca is necessary to ensure pedestrian safety and to
reduce the number of pedestrians crossing at the round about intersection. This side walk should go all
the way to N. Ivy.
There should be a dedicated lane that allows people coming from peachtree to go into wieuca without
having to stop to get into the round about. Almost as there is today with the yield sign.
Survey Taker #0184_Wieuca Trce:
I'm not a traffic engineer but do roundabouts really relied traffic congestion. They seem to slow drivers
down as it's uncertain when it's safe to enter the traffic flow.
There's also the current/ongoing issue of those turning left (when southbound on Wieuca)into the
Wieuca Baptist Church parking lot during rush hour... This holds up the traffic approaching the current
light at the intersection.
How long will this project take? The intersection is bad enough but subjecting it to construction will be
a nightmare. And it's on the heels of all of the commercial constructure/ongoing lane closures on
Wieuca (AC Hotel) and Roxboro (condos/apartments just north of the MARTA tracks).
Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0187_Woods Cir:
I support the roundabout plan in it's present format.

Edited on 6/6/17
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2 - Do you have any questions you want answered?
Survey Taker #0001_Allison Dr:
Where can I find more information?

Survey Taker #0004_Arden Way:
I'd be interested to see the writeup from the consultants - i.e. what considerations did they give and
what are their responses to questions like above.

Survey Taker #0006_Beverly Ln:
If this is not going to help with the flow of traffic during rush hours and seasonal traffic, why is this
happening? Based on information from current traffic studies, it shows that this roundabout may
help a little with traffic flow. But the issue is in the mornings when people are trying to get to
work/school and then again in the evening hours. But this intersection is even worse during the
holidays. The roundabout does not address those times of the year. In fact, it could be significantly
worse.
Survey Taker #0014_Chateaugay Ln:
What is the predicted traffic improvement? Can the lanes be shifted closer to the church parking lot
to avoid taking as much of the park? Then the continuous lane could be used on Sundays for church
parking like they do throughout the city (like on P'tree street). Have other shapes been consideredfigure 8, pear, etc that might be less destructive to park? I have read that there is an increase in
fender benders when a roundabout is installed- has that been considered? Do you really need the
part of sidewalk that cuts through the front of park or could the existing path serve that purpose?
Would there be any $ available to move smaller trees (Serviceberry that are on the path) or to
renovate park after what is sure to be a very destructive process?

Survey Taker #0015_Club Dr:
What is driving the change for creating a roundabout?
problem do you think you will be solving?

What is the source of funding? What

Survey Taker #0017_Conifer Cir:
Would like to learn more about the plans for West Wieuca and Wieuca since that backs up quite a
bit.

Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0018_Conifer Cir:
Where is the statistically based proof of how this roundabout will improve traffic flow compared to
existing confirmed conditions currently at this intersection? Where is any statistical proof that
supports a rationale of improved traffic flow by reducing road lanes to provide for bicycle traffic?
Where is the unbiased report of current traffic counts and also of bicycle counts for this area?
Thanks

Survey Taker #0020_Conifer Park Ln:
I would like to know what the specific plans are with regard to the park and the magnolia tree.

Survey Taker #0021_Creek Wood Close:
I thought the City had some federal requirements related to the bike lanes that were put in several
years ago.
Survey Taker #0022_Danube Rd:
I have concerns about speeding through the roundabout. What can be done so this doesn't turn into
a demolition derby?
During peak traffic season (November-December) what's to prevent the roundabout from being
clogged by the line up at the light on Wieuca at Peachtree?

Survey Taker #0024_Danube Rd:
Can you publish the roundabout rendering again?

Survey Taker #0027_Emma Ln:
1. What will be the impact to traffic flow with the pedestrian crosswalks?
2. Will traffic be required to stop for pedestrians and then restart as would be typical of a
traditional crosswalk? What is a typical recovery time for normal traffic flow at that point based on
an installed roundabout?
3. What will trigger allowing pedestrians to cross?

Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0030_Glengary Dr:
Once the "powers that be" decide on something, it doesn't matter what the residents think. If
business is behind it..it will happen.
Only I think the roundabout will keep people away from the area. Just another overkill solution.
But it may be good for the residents.
Survey Taker #0031_Glengary Dr:
1. Will drivers coming from Peachtree on Weiuca Road have to go in the roundabout, or will they
have their own lane heading toward Old Ivy?
2. It looks like Weiuca Road Baptist lost an entrance to their parking lot. How do they feel about
that?
3. How big in diameter is the actual circle in the middle of the roundabout (where the grass/trees
are planted)?

Survey Taker #0034_Glengary Way:
Will this eliminate the need for traffic cops during rush hours? They often worsen the traffic flow
when rent-a-cops are near by - no coordination.

Survey Taker #0035_Haven Oaks Ct:
In the photos it looks like if traffic in the circle is heavy you still can't merge into it. Isn't that
situation likely during the holidays?

Survey Taker #0039_Ivy Chase:
Need to review traffic engineering reports for this change. GDOT has in the past made traffic
pattern changes that have not worked! Their track record over the past 30 years has been pretty
poor.

Survey Taker #0042_Ivy Chase:
What is the specific impact will this have on delays and backups getting to Peachtree Road? It
seems the capacity of the road from the circle to Peachtree remains the same and congestion will
occur despite the plan. The question is will it occur at the same current levels.

Edited on 6/6/17
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2 - Do you have any questions you want answered?
Survey Taker #0044_Ivy Knoll:
Are the flashing pedestrian signals the same as the type used on Old Ivy at the path 400 crossing?
Many cars fail to stop for those signals when people are trying to cross. I think it would only be
worse in the roundabout where more "out of neighborhood" motorists would completely disregard
the cross signals in their rush to get to work or home.

Survey Taker #0046_Ivy Park Ln:
How often will security be on hand i.e. Police fir traffic control?

Survey Taker #0048_Ivy Rd:
Are there additional lanes to be added at south end of Wieuca? > if you're turning from Old Ivy
onto Wieuca, before the round about begins? Specifically, where the 2 ranch homes and new home
sit, just before the park.
The existing lanes get SO backed up, as is.

Survey Taker #0049_Ivy Rd:
when will this be completed?

Survey Taker #0060_Lovette Ln:
What impact will the light at Old Ivy have on traffic during rush hours, holidays? We are concerned
that it may be very difficult to get out of our street with traffic lined up waiting for lights.
Survey Taker #0061_Mayfair Rd:
In lieu of spending a huge amount of mone for a fixed expense, how ABOUT HIRING OFF DUTY
POLICE TO MANAGE THE SHORT TIMES DURING THE DAY WHERE THIS IS A PROBLEM?
The Buckhead CID representative seems overly interested in pushing the Roundabout through.
Does he live in the area? Does he or associates stand to benefit from the roundabout?
The backups at the intersection are a downstream result of delay/blockage at Peachtree. Anyone
taking a look at that area and improving it.

Survey Taker #0067_Mountain Dr:
Will it help with the traffic?

Edited on 6/6/17
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2 - Do you have any questions you want answered?
Survey Taker #0068_Mountain Dr:
What will be done so that traffic turning left from North Stratford onto Wieuca will be possible?

Survey Taker #0070_Mountain Dr:
What sort of computer modeling has been done to simulate conditions between 430-630PM daily?
How much improvement with the new arrangement provide over the current road structure?

Survey Taker #0074_Mountain Way:
What issues is the roundabout solution trying to address? Are there too many accidents? Is traffic
unusually bad here? I go through this intersection daily and haven't really thought it needed
changing.

Survey Taker #0078_N Ivy Rd:
What is the capacity of such an intersection and how does that compare to what is already being
handled?

Survey Taker #0081_N Ivy Rd:
Just exactly how is this going to improve traffic in our area? I've used many roundabouts in Europe,
but none with the volume of traffic at this intersection.

Survey Taker #0082_N Ivy Rd:
Will the roundabout consume more area than the existing intersection?
Survey Taker #0085_N Stratford Rd:
Did you consider impacts to other streets (e.g. the top of North Stratford) with the addition of the
new light at Old Ivy? I would want to make sure that it doesn't back up too far or make traffic
worse at Peachtree. Also, did you consider any other traffic calming measures on Wieuca? People
really do speed down there- its terrible! Also, there is a ton of cuthrough traffic on Stovall and
North Stratford en route to P'tree Dunwoody in the afternoons and I would want to make 100% sure
that none of these plans would cause increases to that traffic.

Survey Taker #0087_N Stratford Rd:
How long will the construction take?

Edited on 6/6/17
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2 - Do you have any questions you want answered?
Survey Taker #0090_N Stratford Rd:
Traffic circles work great if the traffic is continually flowing. I am concerned about traffic backing up
at the Wieuca/Peachtree intersection, meaning that traffic just enters the circle and stops. If that
occurs, eventually there is no flow for traffic trying to move north on Wieuca or southwest on Phipps
Blvd.

Survey Taker #0094_N Stratford Rd:
It is already difficult during rush hours to enter Wieuca road. How will this alleviate those
difficulties during peak times if traffic flow is basically constant?

Survey Taker #0095_N Stratford Rd:
Will there be any stop lights?

Survey Taker #0097_Old Ivy Ln:
What is the expected construction timeline? How long would this be under construction and at what
time of year?

Survey Taker #0101_Old Ivy Rd:
What provisions are in place to accommodate people on bikes navigating the roundabout? I
frequently use this intersection both by car and bike and I am concerned that people driving will not
know how to treat interactions with people on bikes in the roundabout.

Survey Taker #0102_Old Ivy Rd:
Is there data by month on the amount of cars passing through this area, including the Wieuca/Old
Ivy Rd intersection, and also including the amount of traffic using the Peachtree Road/Wieuca
Rd/Roxbury intersection? How old is this data as we now have new hotel and apartments.
What happens if the roundabout fills up with cars trying to go southbound to Peachtree? Does the
data say if it can fill up or not?

Edited on 6/6/17
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2 - Do you have any questions you want answered?

Survey Taker #0104_Old Ivy Rd:
Most concerned about the driving rules of the
circle....will they be enforced..will there be
signs there to let drivers know how to enter
and exit.
Concerned how drivers on Wieuca will ever get
to Peachtree given the number of cars at busy
traffic times....which occurs every week day.
Is there a plan to put a light at Old Ivy and
Wieuca......it is increasingly hard to turn
left off of Old Ivy onto Wieuca...and now the cars
will come zooming by since there will be no traffic
light at the current location.

Survey Taker #0107_Old Ivy Rd:
What is the impact to streets that lead into the circle. I would like to see a traffic flow model a
evening rush hour.

Survey Taker #0108_Old Ivy Rd:
What's the anticipated volume improvement with circle vs current lights? What road benefits the
most from the round about?

Survey Taker #0109_Old Ivy Rd:
How will the roundabout really improve traffic? From my experience, the issue seems to be the
traffic backed up because of the Peachtree and Wieuca intersection.

Survey Taker #0111_Park Ave:
Who maintains landscaping in the center? Our tax$. That is fine if it is maintained.

Survey Taker #0112_Park Ave:
Park ave exit and entrance

Edited on 6/6/17
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2 - Do you have any questions you want answered?
Survey Taker #0113_Park Ave:
Why wasn't proper lighting and traffic signs in place years ago. ?
See Pharr Road and Piedmont traffic signals and signs for something that will work .

Survey Taker #0115_Park Ave:
None - DO NOT GO FORWARD WITH THIS PLAN!!!!!!!!

Survey Taker #0117_Park Ave:
I am sure there are things which has not occurred to me which might occur by questions and
comments made by others, if I were ever able to attend a meeting

Survey Taker #0118_Park Ave:
Roundabouts need long straight always to work. With the congestion on all three streets, I'd like to
see traffics simulation data by the hour.
Survey Taker #0123_Park Ave:
Has the cost benefit analysis shown that it is worthwhile once the Domain at Phipps apartments and
the 1000 Park Avenue apartments are fully occupied?
What happens when the roundabout is full of stopped traffic because of rush hour traffic backing up
from Peachtree down Wieuca Road and Phipps Blvd.
Has the Atlanta Fire Department commented on this plan? Their emergency vehicles use these
roads many times each day. They currently have difficulty using these roads with stopped traffic in
all lanes.

Survey Taker #0125_Park Ave:
Why such a serious inexpensive decision was made without public hearing or public input ? Why
there were no such studies made Atlanta that shows that this is a better decision than a simple
intersection ?

Survey Taker #0129_Park Ave:
Why do the designers believe that this is advisable instead of improving the two intersections
mentioned above?

Edited on 6/6/17
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2 - Do you have any questions you want answered?
Survey Taker #0133_Park Regency Pl:
Who will maintain the round-a-bout? Will the
landscaping hinder driver's views? Will large
trucks be able to make the circle?

Survey Taker #0135_Park Regency Pl:
Is anyone proposing a non-round-a-bout solution?

Survey Taker #0136_Park Regency Pl:
See above comments.

Survey Taker #0137_Park Regency Pl:
Are the planners for the roundabout considering the traffic impact on the ingress/egress at the
Alexander Road/Phipps Blvd intersection? This is a big concern to the Alexander Road HOA
Community. Traffic issues can be lessened by the suggestions made above for a traffic light left turn
indicator for ingress onto Alexander Road. Also, egress concerns can be lessened by allowing the
middle lane at Lenox Road to be a straight/right turn indicator lane instead of a dedicated straight
lane indicator.
The traffic flow now coming from Wieuca towards Lenox is a right lane single line (crossing the
Alexander Road entrance) in anticipation to turn right onto Lenox. This flow at times, especially in
the morning, blocks both the ingress and egress of Alexander traffic. Giving the traffic flow on
Phipps, coming from Wieuca, the ability to use both lanes to turn right onto Lenox would smooth
out this flow. A "Do Not Block Intersection" sign at Alexander Road would also help.

Survey Taker #0138_Park Regency Pl:
How soon can it be done- we need it badly.
For those complaing about the reduction of park space, i say, i walk around that area everyday and.
I dont see anyone using that park. The benefits the roundabout will bring are far more important
than the reduction of green space

Survey Taker #0139_Park Regency Pl:
Has anyone modeled bow long it will take a pedestrian attempting to cross in various directions
around this roundabout? You will need to limit turns at times using red arrows or turning cars will
mow pedestrians down!
Edited on 6/6/17
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2 - Do you have any questions you want answered?
Survey Taker #0144_Peachtree Rd:
How long will it take to build the roundabout and how disruptive would the construction be to traffic
in that area?
Survey Taker #0146_Pinecrest Rd:
I'm used to roundabouts in France however am concerned that many might be put off since it
represents something they are not familiar with (I fit into that category when it comes to diverging
diamonds such as the interstate and Ashford Dunwoody).
To address this potential lack of familiarity there needs to be a clear educational effort such as a
continuous loop on the web to which one and go and see how cars and pedestrians are expected to
use tis "new" feature.

Survey Taker #0147_Plantation Dr:
Was there a study done to ascertain that the roundabout will actually facilitate movement through
the intersection?

Survey Taker #0156_Statewood Rd:
Why so little vetting aka public input?

Survey Taker #0159_Stovall Blvd:
I would like clarification regarding traffic light at old ivy and wieuca road.
I also have a question regarding the traffic entering wieuca road from the traffic circle if coming
from peachtree - right now they have to yield to traffic turning, appears this might change

Survey Taker #0162_Stovall Ter:
This is one of the most important points of access for the North Buckhead community, and more
than just homeowners come through this intersection. What makes you think this is an optimal
solution when you consider Atlantans exposure to a roundabout? IMHO this is far to important of an
intersection to introduce Atlanta to such a European solution.

Edited on 6/6/17
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2 - Do you have any questions you want answered?
Survey Taker #0164_Stratford Park Dr:
I really like the concept of the roundabout, but I am concerned that the intersection at Peachtree
and Wieuca will continue to cause problems because that intersection is so close to the roundabout.
What kind of surveys/studies have been done on that? Have there been any discussions with
government officials in Sandy Springs regarding the roundabout they put at the 285/Riverside ramp
to see how traffic has been over there?

Survey Taker #0168_Tree Haven Dr:
what is the timeline for completion?

Survey Taker #0170_Valley Green Dr:
What were the other options?

Survey Taker #0172_Wieuca Rd:
Would like to better understand the changes in traffic capacity by implementing the roundabout. I
would also like to better understand anticipated changes to volume of traffic flow per light rotation.

Survey Taker #0173_Wieuca Rd:
When is the decision on this and when will Wieuca Rd be paved?
Survey Taker #0175_Wieuca Rd:
Who is the appropriate party for my legal counsel to contact to dispute this design?
Where did the idea for a roundabout at this location originate?
Was an appropriate traffic study done that shows that a roundabout would work at this busy
location? And if it was done, when was it done?
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Survey Taker #0176_Wieuca Rd:
Will the marked pedestrian crossings will have flashing lights? I am very concerned that people are
not used to at all to allow pedestrians to cross on zebras. How many times do those little stop signs
get ignored when people trying to cross Ivy or other busy roads?
Will the entrance and exit to the Wieuca Church be moved? More often than not back up occurs
when someone is going south on wieuca and tries to make a left turn into the church parking lot.\
Could you share a successful roundabout that was implemented in Atlanta that we could test out? I
am looking for one with a comparable traffic volume.

Survey Taker #0177_Wieuca Rd:
slowing down traffic entering into the round about

Survey Taker #0181_Wieuca Ter:
How do we handle Christmas season traffic?
Survey Taker #0183_Wieuca Ter:
What will slow down the majority of traffic that will be a steady stream heading north on Wieuca?
I think a stop light at old ivy will cause other back ups at peak traffic hours.
I think it will be hard to cross the street on foot even with pedestrian crosswalks
Survey Taker #0184_Wieuca Ter:
worried about the construction traffic during the conversion process.
would love to see the results of the roundabout project on riverside and how that has helped
traffic.
I live a couple streets in from this project so dreading the process but something has to be done

Survey Taker #0183_Wieuca Trce:
We are concerned that at busy times, the roundabout will make matters worse because Atlanta
drivers in general do not encounter roundabouts, and thus will not know how to properly navigate
this roundabout. My questions are: (1) are there other roundabouts in Atlanta with the same or
greater volume as this proposed roundabout? (2) If so, is it successful? (3) If not, what plans are
there to educate drivers on how to use roundabouts?
Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0184_Wieuca Trce:
Timeline for construction?
Will the proposed light at Old Ivy back up traffic northbound on Wieuca into the roundabout?
Survey Taker #0186_Wieuca Trce:
Where are the computer generated traffic simulations that prove this construction will actually
improve the situation?
What is the problem being solved?
I travel this intersection every day and the only traffic that backs up is Wieuca going toward Phipps
to take a left onto Phipps Blvd. Other than that, is there really a traffic issue at this intersection?

Survey Taker #0187_Woods Cir:
Instead of a light at Old Ivy why not a small roundabout? It would ensure that no one ever has to
make a tough (and dangerous )left turn from Old Ivy onto Wieuca without the arbitrary nature of
traffic lights that change based on a timer, not actual traffic flow.

Where would there be a policeman directing traffic? Roundabouts provide for a smooth flow of traffic
so I am not clear on the benefits/need for one.
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Survey Taker #0001_Allison Dr:
Need more info

Survey Taker #0002_Allison Dr:
The growth of the plan has been all positive. Road improvements cannot efficiently fix traffic
problems for short term events like Thanksgiving and Xmas shopping.

Survey Taker #0003_Arden Way:
Thanks for working to improve traffic flow around our neighborhood.

Survey Taker #0007_Beverly Ln:
The roundabout would make sense if it wasn't so close to Peachtree. The concept I think is to keep
traffic moving , when traffic is stopped by the light you will have more congestion. Roundabouts
work when there is a free traffic flow without stoplights. Having a stoplight slightly over a block
away will cause increased backups.

Survey Taker #0008_Carlton Rdg:
I think it is a good idea to have a roundabout.

Survey Taker #0010_Carmain Dr:
The existing interchange is a big problem. The proposed roundabout is the most efficient solution
available. Buckhead residents need to stop fearing change and embrace the investments in
infrastructure that we need to improve our community.

Survey Taker #0011_Carmain Dr:
Not sure if this applies but are there any known impacts with crime possibly increasing with the
building of a roundabout?

Survey Taker #0014_Chateaugay Ln:
Roundabout will result in taking down the Princeton Elms (American Elms- which are very special
trees since the Dutch Elm Disease wiped out 90% of the American elms in US) and removing green
space which is so limited in N B'head. At a cost of $2M question how much benefit/traffic reduction
is going to be realized.
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Survey Taker #0018_Conifer Cir:
If traffic flow is of such great concern, please factor that in as you increasingly allow historically less
dense use of property to get bulldozed for ever greater density developments and allow developers
of the increased density to get away with minimal requirements to ensure the affected infrastructure
- roadways and sidewalks are sufficiently improved to account for the increase in density their
projects produce. One could start by looking at the right turn lane onto Lenox Rd. from Phipps Blvd.
Why only one turn lane when the immediately adjacent lane only legally has traffic allowed to go
straight thru to the office park at the other side carrying minimal traffic at any given time. Why
wouldn't this straight only lane be allowed use for right turns as well? The right turn is onto a four
lane section of Lenox Rd.
Survey Taker #0021_Creek Wood Close:

My sense is the plan is dangerous, because of the multiple lanes and opportunities for speeders or
aggressive drivers.
As a driver approaches the intersection, but may be out of sight of it, decisions need to be made as
to the appropriate lane. Drivers may discover they are not in the desired lane, start changing lanes,
and collisions will result. Even navigating the intersection, there are situations where changing lanes
or crossing lanes is required. These are not device-controlled, and thus depend on driver skill or
driver courtesy to be successful.
This neighborhood has data documenting the proportion of speeding drivers. In a world without
aggressive or speeding drivers, this scheme could be modified to work. But in the "real-world" with
speeding and aggressive drivers, it seems sounder to rely on signals than on driver courtesy on
accommodating lane changes.
This proposal does not reflect the reality of the small but upsetting proportion of aggressive drivers.
My earlier comments (with the survey) were about the generally confusing nature of the
intersection. It seems not to reflect the reality of Atlanta driver behavior.
Here are two specific examples:
A. Suppose you are heading southbound on Wieuca, continuing to Peachtree. Currently, you wait at
the Phipps Blvd light, turn left, and continue on your way.
Under the proposed scheme, what do you do?
1. You have to get in the lane closest to the traffic island.
2. This is not signal-controlled.
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Survey Taker #0021_Creek Wood Close - continued:
A. Suppose you are heading southbound on Wieuca, continuing to Peachtree. Currently, you wait at
the Phipps Blvd light, turn left, and continue on your way. Under the proposed scheme, what do
you do?
1. You have to get in the lane closest to the traffic island.
2. This is not signal-controlled.
3. This ideally means you have to wait until there are simultaneous gaps in two lanes of traffic:
a. the lane that becomes Phipps Blvd southbound (which you have to cross)
b. the lane closest to the traffic island (which is the lane you need to be in)
4. Note there is no merge distance provided where you can get in the near lane, and then merge
left into the lane adjacent to the traffic island.
5. Also note that as you wait on Wieuca Southbound to enter the intersection, you have somewhat
limited visibility as to the speed and intentions of oncoming traffic—particularly as to their
intentions as to which lane.
6. With no traffic signals, it is likely that traffic coming northbound Wieuca going to Phipps Blvd
will be at higher rates of actual speed than at present—creating further risk for crossing lanes.
B. There are severe visibility concerns with Wieuca Southbound traffic merging onto Phipps Blvd
southbound. Consider the sharp angle of turn of the driver’s head/ neck. I would suggest that it is
actually not possible to both check for oncoming traffic (given its approaching speed and angle) and
also check for conditions in front of the vehicle (including at the pedestrian crossing). I also wonder
about the visibility of the pedestrian flashing lights on Phipps Blvd being “around a turn” for Wieuca
Southbound traffic.
Survey Taker #0021_Creek Wood Close - continued:
Additional concerns:
Traffic islands work better a low traffic volumes and with drivers familiar with the neighborhood.
This seems like a poor fit with both the volumes and character of the drivers around Phipps, many
of whom are not familiar with the area. # I sincerely question the motivation for this entire
enterprise vs. refining the existing signal-controlled intersection.
I wonder about the amount and type of signage associated with all of this, including how it is
supported. # None is shown on the renderings.
Survey Taker #0022_Danube Rd:
I am suspicious that this alteration may not fix the problem. It may be changing the shape of the
problem.
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Survey Taker #0025_Danube Rd:
Just want to make sure there is proven success with a roundabout in an intersection with heavy
traffic as currently exists in this area

Survey Taker #0029_Glengary Dr:
Hope this moves traffic better
Survey Taker #0031_Glengary Dr:
1. I lived near Gettysburg, PA where there are a quite a few roundabouts and I like them.
However, there are very few (if any) in the Atlanta area, and I think the many people from outside
of North Buckhead who to go to Phipps may find it difficult to navigate. A lot of large signage may
be necessary.
2. I do not like the idea of a traffic light in the residential area between Phipps Plaza, Roswell Road,
Peachtree-Dunwoody Road and Piedmont Road.

Survey Taker #0034_Glengary Way:
I'm really concerned with having ANY sort of cross walk around a roundabout. This will not work,
and could have tragic consequences. If the engineers have traveled to countries using roundabouts
everywhere, they will surely remember that there are never crosswalks at roundabouts.
Crosswalks could be at a stop light at Old Ivy or someone would just have to go to Peachtree to
cross Wieuca. Wieuca is bad enough for pedestrians already. The city will absolutely need to
complete sidewalks on both sides of Wieuca now.
Also, what about bikes in the roundabout area?
Survey Taker #0035_Haven Oaks Ct:
Do we really think that Roundabouts work in the US? They are prevalent in Europe, but not do
much here and people typically don't know the rules governing them here. The roundabout in
Brookhaven on Hermance is dangerous with people constantly ploughing through without regard for
those already in the circle. And that is a much smaller intersection. What do we really expect at
Weiuca? And when there are holiday drivers there will be even more drivers going through with no
clue about the rules of the road in a roundabout.

Survey Taker #0038_Herrington Dr:
Can't wait to see it in place!
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Survey Taker #0039_Ivy Chase:
Traffic pattern will cause long queues of vehicles attempting to get though. It appears to be a very
poor design, if it is an attempt to improve traffic flow.

Survey Taker #0040_Ivy Chase:
I have had a beach cottage on Amelia Island,FL for many years. They put in five roundabouts about
six years ago. They have worked well. I hope that this one will be a much needed improvement. I
use this route on a frequent basis.
Wiley Ansley

Survey Taker #0043_Ivy Knoll:
I like the idea, if the drivers are smart enough to figure it out. We need them all over North
Buckhead.

Survey Taker #0044_Ivy Knoll:
I like the idea of the light at Old Ivy and Wieuca It will help neighborhood motorists to get out of
their streets at peak hours as well as provide a place for pedestrians to cross. Can we get the
sidewalk extended from North Stratford to Old Ivy on the side of the street without the side walk for
pedestrian safety?

Survey Taker #0047_Ivy Pkwy:
I use this intersection almost every day and thank you for any improvements !!

Survey Taker #0048_Ivy Rd:
Well lit all around the turns
Proper lighting

Survey Taker #0053_Lakemoore Dr:
I just returned from over 2 weeks of traveling by car as a driver in England. Roundabouts work!
They are hard to learn how to use; however - when it comes to reducing the time it takes to get
through a heavily travelled intersection - they work much better than traffic lights!

Survey Taker #0054_Land O'Lakes Dr:
The plan looks ok, but if the traffic light at Wieuca and Peachtree is not retired, the backup will be
significant. In addition, it is confusing at best and will likely lead to many accidents.
Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0055_Land O'Lakes Dr:
I do want to note that the green space at the center of the circle is nice aesthetically, but is not a
replacement or substitute for actual usable green space.

Survey Taker #0056_Longleaf Dr:
With the roundabout providing a steady stream of traffic along Phipps boulevard the pedestrian
crossings at Longleaf and Alexander Rd. need to be made safer. Maybe deploy the same type of
flashing lights that have been installed at the Path 400 crossing at Old Ivy Rd.
Survey Taker #0057_Loridans Dr:
The plan as currently proposed appears to do nothing to alleviate the traffic backlog of cars
traveling south on Wiecua toward Peachtree Rd. There is still only a single lane which merges into
the roundabout. Eliminating the stop light for that lane and requiring all cars to stop before merging
onto the roundabout may, in fact, make traffic worse. Until the plan addresses the traffic jam from
vehicles traveling Southbound toward Peachtree Rd., I do not see how it is an improvement from
the current design.

Survey Taker #0058_Loridans Dr:
I don't like the park being encroached upon. There are numerous apartments going up that are just
going to further congest that area-- why are we not slowing some of that growth before we figure
out the traffic problems? Peachtree and Lenox Roads are both frequently at a standstill.

Survey Taker #0062_McClatchey Cir:
I drive in Europe and have found Round a Bouts efficient
Once drivers become familiar with them.None

Survey Taker #0063_McClatchey Cir:
Roundabouts can be a good thing but this one may work with a single lane and less concrete.

Survey Taker #0064_Midvale Dr:
Just a little worried about all of the pedestrians and the impact the roundabout would have on
pedestrian safety and traffic.
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Survey Taker #0065_Midvale Dr:
Aesthetically it's nice.
Just don't think it's necessary, worth the cost over other possibilities, or possibly even safe.

Survey Taker #0068_Mountain Dr:
It seems that the impact on residential areas west of Wieuca have been considered. However, the
residential area east of Wieuca is also impacted and problems for these residents have not been
addressed.

Survey Taker #0069_Mountain Dr:
The roundabout as designed will be a pedestrian nightmare and offer many additional opportunities
for automobile accidents. The roundabout is the wrong solution. We should encourage more walk
modes and not increased speeding.
Survey Taker #0070_Mountain Dr:
I am concerned that during high volume times, the roundabout might actually be worse than
current conditions. If the roundabout becomes completely "clogged" in one direction, is it possible
traffic could actually back up all the way from Wieuca to Peachtree Street worse than is presently
occurring? I wouldn't be willing to gain 2 minutes on a Sunday morning if the price is worse traffic
on Friday afternoon.
Is the cost and time/inconvenience of such a large scale project justified in terms of the
improvement that will be achieved?
Survey Taker #0072_Mountain Way:
Like the idea but not sure it is large enough to facilitate traffic flow without causing a backup on
'inbound' streets.
Also, concerned with the volume of cars coming from the light on Peachtree. Has that been
addressed?

Survey Taker #0073_Mountain Way:
This seems unnecessary and a waste of public funds since we can't be sure that it will actually help.
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Survey Taker #0074_Mountain Way:
I do have concerns about how well a roundabout will work during the peak traffic hours as the
stretch of road between this intersection and Peachtree sometimes gets backed up. Also, while
becoming more common, roundabouts are still not a common feature of Atlanta or Georgia roads
and I worry that accidents will increase because drivers lack understanding or experience with
roundabouts.
In my opinion there are many other traffic issues in the area that could use attention.
Finally, having a oasis in the middle of the roundabout is no substitute for the loss of land in an
already tiny park.

Survey Taker #0075_N Buckhead Dr:
These roundabouts work; this area's traffic needs adjustments made.

Survey Taker #0077_N Ivy Rd:
It's creative. It might be a good thing.

Survey Taker #0079_N Ivy Rd:
I have long been a fan of roundabouts in general. That intersection is confusing anyway and
changes are needed. The roundabout seems to be a good solution
Survey Taker #0085_N Stratford Rd:
Overall I generally like the plan. I would really like to see the neighborhood use it as a placemaking
opportunity and by adding some sort of entrance sign welcoming visitors to the neighborhood
instead of a bunch more asphalt or paved surface. Whatever goes in the middle of the roundabout
should be attractive (unlike the intersection of P'tree Dunwoody and P'tree, which is like a concrete
jungle). Placemaking is needed as I get tired of people in Sandy Springs north of Chastain park
saying they live in "North Buckhead" when in fact they don't, and they don't even realize it is a
REAL neighborhood.

Survey Taker #0092_N Stratford Rd:
I think roundabouts in general help to relieve congestion so am in favor of it. My only concern would
be pedestrian crossings which are already difficult. Any roundabout proposal should take into
account an elevated street crossing for pedestrians.

Survey Taker #0095_N Stratford Rd:
I do like that people are working on a solution to the traffic in our area.
Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0097_Old Ivy Ln:
I like the idea of the roundabout but am concerned that people will not know how to navigate it.
Roundabouts are very common in Europe and in some US cities but not in Atlanta. As an outlier, it
will pose the risk of increased traffic accidents.

Survey Taker #0099_Old Ivy Ln:
Really like multiuse lane and broad sidewalks. Please landscape the center roundabout lavishly. It
will make up for lost green space. Hopefully this can be done soon because that is a dysfunctional
intersection.

Survey Taker #0100_Old Ivy Rd:
As far as roundabouts go this is not bad.
However, in my opinion a non-roundabout solution would be better for North Buckhead.

Survey Taker #0101_Old Ivy Rd:
I am glad this projects underway. Installing roundabouts at this and other intersections around town
will do wonders in easing congestion.

Survey Taker #0103_Old Ivy Rd:
Like everything about it.

Survey Taker #0104_Old Ivy Rd:
Flow on Wieuca may be a constant stream of traffic causing more difficulty turning on Wieuca.
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Survey Taker #0105_Old Ivy Rd:
Roundabout concept overall makes sense to me. The signal at Old Ivy is a good idea. A few
concerns are:
- Having the greenspace sections from Wieuca into the RA adds a new element to more traditional
RAs since it forces the right lane to go onto Phipps. There's no option to merge into the RA with this.
I think you're going to see many drivers do a u-turn to head south on Wieuca if they mis-navigate
which lane to be in.
- The greenspaces in between lanes on northbound Wieuca and onto Phipps will create islands of
refuge for pedestrians (good thing) but having crossing signals that can be timed to protect peds
but not stop traffic flow will be key. For example, the new crossing signal on Old Ivy is great but it
stays on so long right now that drivers get puzzled when they see it flashing and no peds are
nearby. Just need to make sure they've really thought about sensors and timing (e.g. California
uses flashing lights on the road surface in addition to the signal).

Survey Taker #0108_Old Ivy Rd:
Round about a are new for Atlanta. What is the accident rate with round about s compared to
lights?

Survey Taker #0111_Park Ave:
Surely engineers know more than I know about how to move traffic but policemen and/or lights
might be a less expensive test before spending so much money and taking some land that puts
some houses in jeopardy with a road so close.

Survey Taker #0112_Park Ave:
Not enough information

Survey Taker #0113_Park Ave:
I like nothing about it.

Survey Taker #0114_park Ave:
I have zero faith this round about will work.
Phipps Blvd or Wiecua.

Especially exiting from Park Avenue heading left onto

Waste of money and time on this project.
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Survey Taker #0115_Park Ave:
This roundabout will not solve the traffic problem. The traffic is very manageable with the police
men on duty. The traffic circle will not help alleviate any of the current traffic problems and will
instead make matters worse. Do not proceed with this plan!
Survey Taker #0117_Park Ave:
Having lived in Park Ave since its construction, I can comment that finally within the last year or so
I have noticed more and more drivers, who are turning left at the Phipps Boulevard and Wieuca
Road intersection to continue heading sourth on Wieuca toward Peachtree Road, are beginning to
recognize that those entering the intersection heading north on to Wieuca Road toward Roswell
Road have the right of way over those who are turning left.
In the event of the construction of a roundabout, Americans will also take time I am afraid to learn
how to traverse a roundabout.

Survey Taker #0120_Park Ave:
If not larger ...One big traffic jam

Survey Taker #0121_Park Ave:
The proposed project will cause traffic congestion for some time. This is our home and we will
oppose any such project.

Survey Taker #0122_Park Ave:
Any roundabout solution will gridlock when the Wieuca-Peachtree intersection is gridlocked.

Survey Taker #0123_Park Ave:
Please keep the North Buckhead community regularly informed on the status of the proposed plan.
Thanks.

Survey Taker #0124_Park Ave:
The layout of the property is not conducive fro a roundabout.
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Survey Taker #0125_Park Ave:
Please stop it and simply fix the intersection or at the very least commission a study that is based in
Atlanta drivers not on something that's randomly picked from international experience, center of
Buckhead is not a good area introducing something new, we already have severe problems with
traffic this new and untested plan well cause confusion for severe damage to private property as
any accident will cause the entire thing to clog up and stop because there's no longer a shoulder to
pull over to there's also no longer a means to determine who's at fault

Survey Taker #0126_Park Ave:
Please tackle this problem some where else.
Most drivers in this direct path are older, and I can just see the accidents waiting to happen, and
the young drivers don't know what to do, and think they own the road anyway with the texting and
on the phone, they don't need any more distractions.

Survey Taker #0128_Park Ave:
The traffic from PT will be terrible and make it more dangerous to navigate.

Survey Taker #0129_Park Ave:
The pedestrian crossings as proposed "to be considered" will cause disruption to the traffic flow in
the roundabout, has any reasonable pedestrian crossing been considered?
Survey Taker #0133_Park Regency Pl:
This is a ridiculous idea!! It will not improve the flow of traffic in an already very congested area.
can hear a lot of horns honking!

I

We have lived in areas that have round-a-bouts and people are confused about them and do not
follow the rules of a round-a-bout and we do not see the driver's of Atlanta following the rules at all!

Survey Taker #0135_Park Regency Pl:
They don't work here in the South. And to put at such a busy intersection just scares me!

Survey Taker #0137_Park Regency Pl:
I feel that a roundabout would create more congestion. I wonder if similar projects were reviewed in
follow up?
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Survey Taker #0139_Park Regency Pl:
I think the plan might improve traffic flow during slower times but am very concerned that this will
be a complex roundabout and it's safe use will be dependent upon drivers being alert, intelligent,
and considerate, not something we see often around here.
I anticipate people will make crazy moves such as get into the wrong lane when entering the
roundabout northbound on Wieuca, then turning right because they realize they should have been
in the Phipps turn lane to get to Phipps Plaza.
In the rush-hour I fear it will be just as much a disaster as the current situation. Traffic will back up
through the roundabout due to the traffic light at Peachtree Rd/Wieuca and then people will push
out and block access to the roundabout.

Having lived were roundabouts were a common feature and then also where there were only a few
situation, I believe they work best when in series rather than in isolaton.
Survey Taker #0142_Peachtree Dunwoody Rd:
This plan will make it more difficult for vehicles traveling toward the roundabout on Phipps Blvd to
transition to Norhtbound Wieuca. Currently these vehicles are not affected by the majority of traffic
heading southbound on Wieuca toward Peachtree. With this plan vehicles heading toward the
roundabout on Phipps Blvd. will get caught up in the roundabout gridlock instead of having its own
dedicated left turn signal (away from and not affected by all of the southbound Wieuca traffic). I feel
this system creates a "we're all going to suffer now" problem instead of fixing the real problem,
which are the Peachtree/Wieuca and Peachtree/Peachtree Dunwoody intersections. Until these
intersections are more akin to the Peachtree/Lenox intersection, none of the traffic will be relieved. I
think a circle is better served at Wieuca and Old Ivy.
Also, the roundabout as proposed is too small. It needs to be at least twice the size for vehicles to
safely navigate merging and changing lanes.

Survey Taker #0145_Piedmont Rd:
It looks great. This will help traffic flow a lot. Plus roundabouts are much safer for pedestrians and
cyclist.

Survey Taker #0146_Pinecrest Rd:
The roundabout should not unnecessarily favor only of its spokes. The earlier version gave the
Wieuca Baptist Church parking lot what I felt to be disproportionate emphasis. Perhaps good for the
church but not for the whole plan
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Survey Taker #0153_Skyland Dr:
It will help slightly but not make a huge dent in the mess.
I like the light at old ivy

Survey Taker #0155_Statewood Rd:
I always find round about more likely to cause rather than solve problems

Survey Taker #0156_Statewood Rd:
Buckhead CID lacks respect for public.

Survey Taker #0158_Stovall Blvd:
I think this will really help traffic flow there
Survey Taker #0159_Stovall Blvd:
we are very concerned as we cannot use Wieuca Terrace to get to Wieuca Rd in the morning and
forced to use N. Stratford and then take a left on to Wieuca. Seems like this will be more difficult
than it already is. Also concerned about pedestrian ability to cross phipps boulevard - looks even
more dangerous with traffic circle than it is now.
Like the freeflow of traffic idea as that light is such a bottleneck for Wieuca Rd.
Will be sad to see our little park shrink but seems a necessary concession.

Survey Taker #0160_Stovall Blvd:
I'm thrilled that the roundabout really might happen. I believe it will work to keep traffic moving
and be safer for both cars and pedestrians.

Survey Taker #0162_Stovall Ter:
Don't do it...it is a terrible place to implement something untried in the Atlanta market...or even
North America for that matter.

Survey Taker #0163_Stovall Ter:
like it
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Survey Taker #0164_Stratford Park Dr:
I like the idea that something is trying to be done about the traffic in such a congested area.

Survey Taker #0167_Stratford Rd:
We are losing green space.

Survey Taker #0168_Tree Haven Dr:
I like that it will improve traffic flow. My concern is how long construction will take. If Atlanta can
reconstruct a bridge in 10 weeks, a roundabout should not take any longer than that.
Survey Taker #0175_Wieuca Rd:
The roundabout will not solve traffic challenges. There are two (2) traffic lights (Peachtree/Wieuca
and Phipps Boulevard/Alexander Road) that are within close proximity of this roundabout plan. It
will move traffic to these traffic lights just as the current intersection does. LetÃ¢Â€Â™s not
remove homeowner property and a city park just for the sake of a project and the fact that there
are SPLOST funds available.
The roundabout will back up traffic to Peachtree/Wieuca intersection and to Phipps Boulevard/Lenox
causing even more traffic problems. It will push more traffic onto Long Leaf Drive and cause
problems for those homeowners.
This is a missed opportunity where it could have been built further up Wieuca Road in front of the
Wieuca Baptist Church and the new set of apartment buildings just behind the Marriott AC Hotel.
Property was available without any impact to homeowners and a community park it is time to move
on and drop this proposed project.

Survey Taker #0176_Wieuca Rd:
It looks like the landscaping will be nice.
My main concern is if this round about will truly alleviate traffic or if will create more congestion.

Survey Taker #0179_Wieuca Rd:
The roundabout is not a good solution. Too many cars will result in accidents. Plus the aggressive
behavior of drivers make this a terrible option.

Survey Taker #0182_Wieuca Ter:
Is traffic expected to increase and that is the reason for the roundabout?
Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0183_Wieuca Ter:
I don't like the idea of losing what little green space is left at that corner. I think the roundabout is
a good idea. Cars already travel so fast up and down Wieuca.
Survey Taker #0184_Wieuca Ter:
worried about the construction traffic during the conversion process.
would love to see the results of the roundabout project on riverside and how that has helped
traffic.
I live a couple streets in from this project so dreading the process but something has to be done

Survey Taker #0184_Wieuca Trce:
Concerns about the effect on calming traffic in general.

Survey Taker #0186_Wieuca Trce:
I have not seen any plans so I don't really have a detailed opinion.
Survey Taker #0187_Woods Cir:
I love roundabouts. They cut back on artificially created congestion and long lines at 4 way stops.
They also eliminate dangerous left turns and the potential for T-Bone crashes. I wish we could
replace all our intersections with a roundabout.
I am glad to see that a multi-use path has been added to the plans.
Many people are intimidated by the concept of roundabouts, but once they become familiar with
them they will be fine. Look at Indianapolis, IN and Avon, CO as examples of cities that have
replaced intersections and lights with roundabouts. In Avon they were put in at highway on/off
ramps to great success.

Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0002_Allison Dr:
Neighborhoods need to provide constructive comments. Leave the big picture and the design to the
professionals.

Survey Taker #0008_Carlton Rdg:
I think Phipps plaza and Lenox Mall need to construct a pedestrian tunnel between the t malls

Survey Taker #0012_Carmain Dr:
We need this to improve this odd intersection that is very easy to have a car wreck. I have done so
and it is not fun and I or others could have been hurt. I feel the enemy of "good" is "great". We
should slow the debate and move to action as this plan is more than good enough to proceed.

Survey Taker #0017_Conifer Cir:
Appreciate what this community group does to assure good representation.
Survey Taker #0018_Conifer Cir:
Development approval process needs to be much more transparent, published and distributed
directly to individual and commercial residents/property owners of the impacted area well in
advance of approvals. Impact zones/infrastructure impact needs to be more accurately defined with
solutions determination required as part of the planning approval process. All of the process should
be transparent and communicated directly to individual and commercial residents/property owners
in the impacted area. Current process has most people stumbling into the resulting impact of
development unless a substantial investment of time and energy attending hearings and chasing
down perhaps to no end answers to often obvious concerns and questions. We have allowed the
creation of a traffic logjam much of the time throughout the Buckhead area. "Build it and figure it
out later" seems to be the operative development policy. The city's crown jewel is being suffocated
without a better planning system.

Survey Taker #0021_Creek Wood Close:
Strategies are needed for getting actual traffic speeds on Wieuca Road and Old Ivy Road to better
comply with posted limits, particularly considering the school and the neighborhood.

Survey Taker #0034_Glengary Way:
It doesn't look like the engineers have thought about the amount of bike traffic on neighborhood
streets with this plan.

Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0039_Ivy Chase:
GDOT needs to widen the area roads in order to allow traffic to flow more efficiently in the Buckhead
area. Expansion of business and residences have increased dramatically without the benefit of road
infrastructure staying up with the increased usage.

Survey Taker #0048_Ivy Rd:
Yes to the traffic light at Old Ivy / Wieuca
Survey Taker #0049_Ivy Rd:
Looks good and I am up for anything that alleviates traffic. I think we do need to capture as much
green spaces as possible and do a better job making sure the landscaping is cared for so it doesn't
die. There is lots of green space in front of my house and the Old Ivy park is another area that can
be finished to add to more usable/pretty green space in the area. We live in a beautiful area so the
more green we can get while alleviating traffic, the better!

Survey Taker #0050_Ivy Rd:
My primary concern is making sure that traffic flows, while allowing for pedestrians. I'm generally a
fan of traffic circles and I think they can keep traffic moving in a tough intersection.

Survey Taker #0052_Lakemoore Dr:
I really like the idea of a roundabout, but I do have reservations about individuals who have not
ground up learning how to drive with roundabouts. I have seen them implemented in other parts of
the city and other cites and it just seems to make the issue worse.

Survey Taker #0053_Lakemoore Dr:
Putting names of the roads on the road surface entering the traffic circle helps!
Survey Taker #0059_Lovette Ln:
I am concerned how cars will be able to enter the roundabout at heavily traveled times of the day.

A traffic signal is needed at Old Ivy and wieuca Now and would most definitely be needed with a
roundabout. There are many times I will take North Stratford in order to access wieuca because of
poor visibility turning left onto wieuca from Old Ivy.

Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0064_Midvale Dr:
Great job with the newsletters!

Survey Taker #0065_Midvale Dr:
Please quit using every opportunity that comes along for advocating for erecting more traffic lights
on wieuca road. It's bad enough having to sit at traffic lights when traveling across town. Its
unacceptable to do this when traveling across or within our neighborhood.

Survey Taker #0068_Mountain Dr:
I believe you understand my main concern by now! I do like the idea of the roundabout, that is not
the problem. The problem is the impact it will have on the ability of drivers north of that
roundabout, as I previously stated.

Survey Taker #0074_Mountain Way:
Thanks for taking the time and effort to create the survey!

Survey Taker #0081_N Ivy Rd:
I would rather the money be spent on improving the paving not only in this area, but all of
Atlanta.
We have some of the worst conditions on our streets compared to a lot of other cities.

Survey Taker #0085_N Stratford Rd:
In addition to this, has there been any consideration to fixing the issues at Piedmont and
Habersham coming out of the neighborhood? Since the 85 bridge collapse it has only gotten worse
and the officers there don't seem to help as they can't see the IMMENSE backup on Old Ivy. It took
me 30+ minutes to go less than a mile last week.

Survey Taker #0088_N Stratford Rd:
People driving at high speeds through our neighborhood are irresponsible and pose a threat to
pedestrians (children, dog walkers,etc).

Survey Taker #0089_N Stratford Rd:
I'm open to whatever keeps traffic flowing.

Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0097_Old Ivy Ln:
Thank you for keeping us updated via the newsletter! This is the only place I receive information on
important topics such as this.

Survey Taker #0098_Old Ivy Ln:
I'm happy that they are doing something about this intersection, but it seems like the worse
intersection is the Habersham/Piedmont/Old Ivy Intersection.

Survey Taker #0099_Old Ivy Ln:
Hopefully something can be done about the intersection at Habersham, Old Ivy, Piedmont, Roswell
and Blackland which is a complete disaster. Also the area under 400 on Old Ivy road is dark, scary,
and ugly. Thanks!

Survey Taker #0100_Old Ivy Rd:
Gordon Certain, Peter Rogers and Robert Sarkissian have done great work in connection with this
proposal!

Survey Taker #0101_Old Ivy Rd:
Go Hawks!

Survey Taker #0103_Old Ivy Rd:
When is the city going to repave Old Ivy Road? And North Ivy as well?

Survey Taker #0106_Old Ivy Rd:
Please find a way to reduce speeding on Old Ivy Rd. As a connected road we must find a way to
slow those cars down. It's dangerous for those exiting their driveways. The city has been no help
whatsoever.

Survey Taker #0107_Old Ivy Rd:
The quality of the roads in most neighborhoods in North Buckhead is very poor ( example is Old
Ivy). What can't we get these roads fixed before the city spends all this only on a roundabout
construction. Some patches have been made to Old Ivy but it's really a disgraceful road with all the
potholes, etc.

Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0115_Park Ave:
This roundabout will not solve the traffic problem. The traffic is very manageable with the police
men on duty. The traffic circle will not help alleviate any of the current traffic problems and will
instead make matters worse. Do not proceed with this plan!

Survey Taker #0116_Park Ave:
See above
Survey Taker #0119_Park Ave:
If this is a long-way off, PLEASE, can you restrain the pedestrian walkways all around the proposed
change.
It is getting more dangerous to cross - even with the pedestrian signals.
Also, can the cops hired to deal with the traffic at the Wieuca/Phipps light, PLEASE take action when
they see cars turn left onto Phipps Blvd from far right lane of Wieuca? Still happens.
Also, these cops need to stop chit chatting with each other/looking at phones and stop traffic from
blocking the intersection. I wonder why they are even there and PAID.

Survey Taker #0121_Park Ave:
See above

Survey Taker #0125_Park Ave:
The roads have turned into a pothole haven, large equipment and heavy trucks driving construction
material to several new nearby construction zones have dramatically increased the wear and tear
on our roads, please fix it first before start building or introducing ideas based on traffic patterns
and knowledge of international community versus that of Atlanta average driver.

Survey Taker #0129_Park Ave:
I believe that roundabout is not a good idea for this location and it will prove disruptive both during
construction and when operating. We need a comprehensive plan for this entire Buckhead area
including improving the streets which were torn apart and never properly repaired by the work for
the water problem. The streets in this neighborhood are full of pot holes, uneven repairs, etc.

Survey Taker #0132_Park Regency Pl:
Great idea! we need this roundabout.

Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0135_Park Regency Pl:
Please don't put it in. We also have to consider all the elderly drivers in North Buckhead. The
usually have a tough time with change and I think a round about would be very difficult for them to
navigate also.
Survey Taker #0138_Park Regency Pl:
I would like to discuss in the next meeting the possibility of becoming the city of Buckhead so that
we can use our r tax miney for REAL benefits in our comunity. The statee of the roads in Buchead is
deplorable, street lights dont work, there are water leaks every where that take forever to be fixed
and the list goes on and on. The now City of Brookhaven is doing very well- they have repaved not
only main streets but also small lateral streets- you actually see police cars patrolling around.
What do we need to do to get the conversation started?

Survey Taker #0139_Park Regency Pl:
I hope we can get some improvements before this huge amount of money is spent on a project that
will look pretty but might not improve things. The only things that will truly improve our traffic
situation is to get more people out of their cars for short distances - by creating safe sidewalks and
bike lanes and by prosecuting bad drivers who cause crashes to the full extent of the law.

Survey Taker #0142_Peachtree Dunwoody Rd:
What has happened regarding the resurfacing of Wieuca? I thought it was on the schedule with
Peachtree Dunwoody and Loridans. What happened?

Survey Taker #0147_Plantation Dr:
Where are the City Planners who are continuing to allow the construction of multiple dwellings all
over the area without any thought of how we will cope with the increase of traffic that will ensue?
Lenos road is now a bottleneck because all of the private homes have been taken over by large
complexes, but the road was never widened.

Survey Taker #0149_Rickenbacker Dr:
Just worry about the traffic that will be caused while this construction goes into effect.

Survey Taker #0151_Rickenbacker Way:
Roundabouts when designed properly always move traffic more efficiently . Excited and hopeful
that this will be true for this one!

Edited on 6/6/17
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Survey Taker #0165_Stratford Pl:
In general, I like the idea of round abouts. When people learn to use them, they become a very
efficient improvement.
Survey Taker #0167_Stratford Rd:

Walkers at the Lenox loop/Alliance complex are in danger of being hit. Cars can not see the person
standing at the intersection and cars do not stop. They look left and go with no stop at the red
light.
The exit from 400 to lenox loop needs a mirror for people to be able to see a little around the corner
so that they can "keep moving" as the sign says. The "keep moving" sign is around the corner so
people look left for traffic and stop in the lane. This causes accidents.

Turn signals need to be longer than allowing 3 cars to turn. Other lanes are impeded due to the
lack of time because cars back up and block two lanes. U-turns need to be designated as again that
takes time for the car to do a sharp turn and the u-turn car is turning onto a car turning right at a
light. The car turning right can't go at their time as they are waiting for walkers.

Don't turn off turn signals on "non-traffic times." In Buckhead there is rarely not a "non-traffic"
time.

Survey Taker #0168_Tree Haven Dr:
I can't emphasize enough that the project timeline must be followed and efficient.
Survey Taker #0170_Valley Green Dr:
I was living in Pine Hills in Dekalb county and, along with my neighbors, fought the widening of
Roxboro Road in Dekalb. Obviously we won. The traffic problem for this road was the fact that 400
did not have the I85 Northbound ramp. We pointed that out to Dekalb County and DOT.
City of Atlanta, Fulton County saw the Roxboro Road traffic problem and they didn't listen to the
neighborhoods. Look at it now! Huge 4 lane road, no greenspace, no trees, and the beautiful little
houses that were lining this street are gone.
Phipps Blvd does not need to be this wide and this ugly. Even at Christmas, the traffic isn't on this
road. Stop letting the city come up with these huge, complicated intersections (look at 400 at Lenox
Road!).
Tell them we don't want a roundabout. We want the intersection but with a lot more grass and trees
put back where they should be.

Survey Taker #0171_Wieuca Rd:
It looks like a thoughtful plan and I sincerely appreciate all of everyone's hard work to alleviate our
traffic concerns.

Edited on 5/26/17
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Survey Taker #0175_Wieuca Rd:
There is not a large enough footprint at the intersection of Wieuca Road and Phipps Boulevard for a
roundabout.

Survey Taker #0177_Wieuca Rd:
traffic speed on wieuca is out of control and routinely see 50 Plus MPH on a residential street and
occasionally see speed in excess of a 60MPH when traffic is open.

Survey Taker #0179_Wieuca Rd:
The roundabout is not a good solution. Too many cars will result in accidents. Plus the aggressive
behavior of drivers make this a terrible option.

Survey Taker #0183_Wieuca Ter:
People are not supposed to turn left in to the office buildings from Old Ivy. Maybe they need a
bigger sign:)
I wish there was a way to slow down traffic on Wieuca.

Survey Taker #0184_Wieuca Trce:
UGH!

Survey Taker #0186_Wieuca Trce:
The real problem is Phipps Blvd trying to take a right at Lenox Rd towards GA400.

5/26/17
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